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FEATURES OF ARCHITECTURAL-PLANNING ORGANIZATION OF 

MEDIUM-RISE HIGH-DENSITY RESIDENTIAL HOUSING 
 

Constant population growth creates demand for land resources including 

residential space. Population growth requires certain density of city environment 

and architecture with the correspondent qualities. Under the conditions of high 

density, architectural forms may be the most viable models of future architecture 

in general and residential buildings in particular. 

Taking into account the sequences of the economic crises, number of families 

that can afford a detached house with a backyard hits its minimum. Moreover, 

low-rise residential buildings do not create the correspondent population density 

and can be located at the outskirts of the modern city. High-rise buildings in their 

turn undermine the city visual perception, its historical parts and have negative 

influence on people. 

Mankind strives for life that is more comfortable and the residential 

environment of the highest quality not only beyond the city limits but also in the 

centers of urban areas. New concepts of high density residential buildings ideally 

may achieve balance between a detached house and city housing taking into 

account the actual economic capabilities of their future residents. 

Density, in a broad sense, is the number of units for certain area. Population 

density measures how it is spread at the specific area. Intensive settlement of the 

territories always brought positive and negative sides with it. On the one hand, the 

planning based on the high-density principles is more compact and allows saving 

land resources with short distances for transportation and, as a result, using of 

energy; that makes it the best effective model. There is also assumption that densely 

populated districts are the sources of diversity, facilitate intensity, provide for close 

contacts and ideas exchange. On the other hand, there are certain disadvantages 

directly connected with noise growth, decrease of privacy and such a nuance as 

when the confluence (crowds of people) becomes the stress source. 

The national and foreign experience of planning high-density residential 

buildings has been generalized to formulate the basics principles of the increase 

of housing density: 

1. Reduction of facade area without the increase of the storeys number; 

2. Expansion of the housing in depth on account of atrium spaces or 

arrangement of entryway with overhead lights; 

3. Various space-planning solutions for buildings (planned use of 

complicated configurations sections: L-type, Т-type, Х-type); 

4. More dense and non-standard composition for the breaks reduction 

between insolation norm; 


